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iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 94 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x
0.2in.Watch Out For the Fokker!-During WWI an American soldier fighting from allied trenches is told
to be aware of a sophisticated air craft. The German Fokker tri-plane which flies parallel over
trenches releasing death from the skies. After an attack, the soldier is given an order to dig a tunnel
underneath No Mans Land. At the tunnels end, he finds an extraterrestrial type of death from the
sky. The Ice Farmers-Cabit Sapp is seeking work in Canada because the family business is shutting
down due to alcohol prohibition in the U. S. On his way to Canada Cabit meets a brother and sister
from Europe. Immediately Cabit falls in love with the young woman, only to find out that she and
her brother have an unusual eating preference which isnt a good thing for Cabit. Dormant Demon-
In Denver Colorado near the Platt river, spawns two, supernatural forces. When the forces combine
they wreak havoc on the city forming a violent rainstorm. The devastation must be stopped and one
man finds the will to battle the Demonic entities. However, he is only able to capture one. It is...
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ReviewsReviews

I just started out reading this ebook. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Leonie Collins-- Leonie Collins

This pdf is really gripping and fascinating. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that this is the very best pdf i have got
study during my very own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ms. Althea  K a ssulke DDS-- Ms. Althea  K a ssulke DDS
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